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of the two Lepidochelys, Kemp’s ridleys (L. kempii) inhabit the 
western portion of the northern Atlantic ocean. Their major arribada 
site is on the Gulf of mexico at rancho Nuevo, mexico (see map on 
page 34). olive ridleys (L. olivacea) ply the tropical and warm-temperate 
southern Atlantic, pacific, and indian oceans. The arribada rookery at 

Back in the 1950s, the “riddle of the ridley turtle” stumped 
renowned sea turtle biologist Archie Carr. Where did that name 

come from? And where, indeed, did the turtles come from? Fishermen 
in the Caribbean and the northern Atlantic ocean regularly found odd 
juvenile turtles. And some scientists thought the “bastard turtles” were 
hybrids of loggerheads and greens, because—as far as they knew—no 
one had ever seen such turtles breeding. even after years of searching, 
Archie detected only inconclusive suggestions of Kemp’s ridleys nesting, 
concepts based on a few carapaces nailed to walls of local restaurants in 
mexico. it proved … well, it proved nothing. 

The mothers of “bastard turtles” were finally apprehended in the 
now-famous 1947 home movie footage shot by mexican rancher and 
engineer Andrés Herrera in Tamaulipas, mexico. one sunny June day, 
his lens clearly captured a vast swarm of Kemp’s ridley females busily 
churning up sand, laying eggs, and climbing over each other on their way 
to and from the surf. Herrera did not realize the significance of having 
more than 40,000 Kemp’s ridley turtles starring in his home movie. 
The film’s existence—and the turtles’ nesting—remained unknown by 
scientists for another 15 years, until Henry Hildebrand stumbled upon 
it and showed it to Archie Carr, who was still searching for a nesting site. 
When he finally saw the film, a captivated and delighted Archie realized 
that part of the “ridley riddle”—the “where do they nest” part—was 
solved, with the exciting discovery of a large population. despite this 
breakthrough, plenty of ridley riddles remain, not only for the Kemp’s 
ridley, but also for its close cousin, the olive ridley.

only the two ridley (Lepidochelys) sea turtle species stage the 
synchronized mass nesting captured by the Herrera film. The nesting 
events are called arribadas or arribazones, spanish for “arrivals.” Flotillas 
of gravid females—sometimes tens of thousands—wait for days or 
even a couple of weeks and then launch a perfectly timed amphibious  
invasion of certain sandy beaches. The multiday frenzy of crawling, 
digging, and egg laying is among nature’s most impressive wildlife  
spectacles. Although it seems hard to miss swarms of nesting sea turtles, 
historic records of arribadas are sparse; despite many records of green 
sea turtles dating back to Columbus’s travels, arribadas seem to have 
gone largely unnoticed (at least by scientists) until the past few decades.

“And who can tell  
 what the ridley is?”
  —Archie Carr, The Windward Road (1956)

at	rigHt:	Olive	ridleys	spend	most	of	their	lives	in	the	open	ocean,	feeding	on	a	wide	
variety	of	invertebrates	and	soft-bodied	organisms	and	occasionally	acting	as	“rest	stops”	
for	seabirds	taking	a	break	from	flying.	However,	this	high-seas	lifestyle	comes	with	risks;	
sea	turtles	are	often	captured	accidentally	in	fishing	gear,	especially	pelagic	longlines	and	
trawls.	©	tui	De	rOY	/	miNDeN	Pictures	 		PreViOus	sPreaD:	synchronous	mass	nesting	of	
olive	(and	Kemp’s)	ridleys	resembles	an	amphibious	invasion	of	an	unsuspecting	strip	of	
sandy	beach.	For	several	nights,	thousands	of	female	sea	turtles	crawl	to	and	from	the	
ocean,	over	and	under	each	other,	in	an	egg-laying	frenzy.	How	sea	turtles	coordinate	
those	events	is	still	poorly	understood.	©	DOug	PerriNe	/	seaPics.cOm		FOllOWiNg	Page:	an	
olive	ridley	hatchling	makes	its	way	to	the	sea	in	baja	california,	mexico,	forced	to	overcome	
not	only	stones	and	other	beach	debris,	but	also	many	hungry	predators.	©	briaN	J.	HutcHiNsON
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escobilla, in western mexico, suffered years of egg and turtle harvesting 
in the 1960s and 1970s, but today is the largest in the world, having 
increased to more than a million nesters per season (see map on pages 
32–33). Their major arribada sites are along the American pacific coast, 
eastern india, and (formerly) the Guianas.

The two species seem to have begun their taxonomic separation 
after climatic events a few million years ago caused extirpations that 
left populations isolated from one another. olive ridleys usually nest 
at night like most sea turtles, though arribadas sometimes carry on 
through daylight hours. Kemp’s ridleys regularly nest during daylight. 
in addition to arribadas, the two species share the trademark “ridley 
dance” in which a nesting female rocks from side to side using her body 
to tamp sand atop her nest. At some sites, the thumping sound earned 
olive ridleys the spanish nickname carpinteras.

Finding arribadas is difficult because one must be in the right 
place at the right time. likewise, counting participants is very difficult 
because of the staggering multitudes of females. How do you count 

thousands and thousands of turtles crawling in different directions 
over a beach? researchers have experimented with various methods, 
but drawbacks to most methods and lack of uniformity have hampered 
attempts to produce sound estimates of olive ridley populations.  
The Kemp’s ridleys’ arribada, much diminished since the time of 
Herrera’s film, remains small. Kemp’s ridleys are still recovering from 
near extinction caused mainly by drowning in shrimp nets. A turn-
around began when the United states required shrimp nets to contain 
turtle escape devices.

An international team has developed an elegant “strip transect 
in time,” an instantaneous count method that produces estimates of 
nesting ridleys that can be compared among beaches. researchers 
using this approach are generating robust estimates of arribada popu-
lations at different sites around the world and can monitor population 
trends and status. For example, scientists now know that the arribadas 
at Nancite Beach in northwestern Costa rica have greatly diminished 
in recent years, but that the arribadas less than 200 kilometers south 
at ostional Beach have been stable or are even increasing.

so much for asking “Where?” and “How many?” What about the 
riddle of “Why?” Why arribadas and not solitary nesting, like all other 
sea turtle species? even many individual ridleys nest solitarily. Why  
do tens of thousands of gravid females (and amorous males) congre-
gate at a handful of specific nesting sites? one would expect obvious  
advantages for overwhelming predators, given the sheer numbers of 
nesting turtles, eggs, and hatchlings associated with arribadas. However, 
arribada beaches often feature abysmal hatching success because 
of females digging up each others’ nests, as well as nests afflicted by 
fungus, ants, beetles, and other predators. yet when one arribada is not 
followed by another mass nesting, hatching success can indeed be very 
high, producing massive hordes of hatchlings two months later.

intriguingly, it’s beginning to seem that arribadas may occur  
in oscillating long-term cycles. Arribadas likely build for decades, 
then decline, as the pendulum swings from a situation favoring  
mass nesting that saturates predators’ appetites to one in which diseases 
and predators build up at arribada sites, eventually conspiring to 
severely suppress turtle success. For individual turtles, the advantage 
shifts from mass nesting to solitary nesting—maybe. This idea works 
theoretically. But until researchers thoroughly test several hypotheses,  
mass nesting—the behavior that defines ridley turtles more than 
anything else—will continue to be the main ridley riddle.

Archie solved one “riddle of the ridleys” (with some help), but  
he left much for us to discover. if ridleys maintain their admirable 
punctuality, and if we can let them maintain or restore their awe-
inspiring abundance, then we face a happy challenge. even small 
turtles harbor big secrets.

in The Windward Road (1956, Knopf ), Archie Carr wrote, “it is 
the sea that holds the great mysteries.” it still does. indeed, it does. n

We thank Alberto Abreu, Pam Plotkin, Kartik Shanker, Roldán 
Valverde, René Marquez, and Rod Mast for very helpful comments.

Visit www.SeaTurtleStatus.org for an interactive, multimedia 
timeline of the kemp’s ridley’s recovery.
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the	 centerpiece	 maps	 on	 the	 following	 pages	 display	 the	 global	

biogeography	 of	 olive	 ridley	 (Lepidochelys olivacea)	 and	 Kemp’s	

ridley	 (Lepidochelys kempii)	 turtles.	 these	 maps	 show	 the	 large	

differences	 in	 nesting	 abundance	 between	 solitary	 and	 arribada	

sites,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 different	 geographic	 distributions	 of	 these	

closely	related	species,	as	discussed	in	the	special	Feature.

in	the	maps,	relative	abundances	of	nesting	rookeries	are	dis-

played	by	site	for	the	most	recent	available	year	or	season	of	data.	

Nesting	 abundances	 are	 reported	 in	 number	 of	 clutches.	 We		

converted	 data	 reported	 in	 number	 of	 crawls,	 using	 74	 percent	

nesting	success	(number	of	crawls	that	result	in	successful	clutches	

for	 solitary	 nesting).1	 We	 converted	 data	 reported	 as	 number	 of	

nesting	females	using	3.1	clutches	per	female	for	Kemp’s	ridleys,2	

or	 regionally	 appropriate	 conversion	 factors	 for	 olive	 ridleys		

(between	 1.4	 and	 3	 clutches	 per	 female3).	 altogether,	 the	 map	

displays	445	nesting	sites	(402	for	olive	ridleys,	43	for	Kemp’s	ridleys)	

from	more	than	100	different	data	providers	and	references	world-

wide.	Please	see	the	sWOt	Data	contributors	section	(pages	47–52)	

for	more	information.

in	 addition	 to	 the	 nesting	 abundance	 estimates,	 the	 maps		

exhibit	some	other	exciting	features.	We	have	included	the	global	

distributions	 (based	 on	 multiple	 data	 types,	 including	 telemetry,	

tag-returns,	 strandings,	 and	 sightings),	 and	 satellite	 telemetry		

data	 (number	 of	 turtle	 locations	 for	 the	 ridleys	 in	 a	 given	 area)		

for	both	species,	as	well	as	known	genetic	stocks	(based	on	mito-

chondrial	 DNa)	 of	 olive	 ridleys	 (Kemp’s	 ridleys	 all	 belong	 to	 the	

same	genetic	stock).

Following	are	a	few	notes	to	aid	in	interpretation	of	the	maps.	

small	 numbers	 are	 data	 record	 numbers,	 which	 refer	 to	 the		

citations	 on	 pages	 47–52,	 while	 numbers	 in	 larger,	 bold	 font		

indicate	 map	 insets.	 satellite	 telemetry	 data	 for	 Kemp’s	 ridleys		

include	 adult	 females	 and	 males,	 as	 well	 as	 juvenile	 turtles,	 and	

satellite	telemetry	data	for	olive	ridleys	 include	adult	females	and	

males.	Original	data	sources	used	to	construct	all	layers	are	cited	in	

the	sWOt	Data	contributors	section	(pages	47–52).

by	spatially	synthesizing	several	types	of	biological	information,	

these	 sWOt	 maps	 are	 the	 most	 comprehensive	 presentation	 of		

biogeographical	information	collected	on	the	ridley	species	to	date.

1.	 tomas,	J.,	J.	castroviejo,	and	J.	a.	raga.	1999.	sea	turtles	in	the	south	of	bioko	island	(equatorial	
guinea).	Marine Turtle Newsletter 84:4–6.

2.	 rostal,	D.	c.	2007.	reproductive	physiology	of	the	ridley	sea	turtle.	in	P.	t.	Plotkin,	ed.	Biology and 
Conservation of Ridley Sea Turtles. baltimore,	mD,	usa:	the	Johns	Hopkins	university	Press.

3.	 van	 buskirk,	 J.,	 and	 l.	 b.	 crowder.	 1994.	 life	 history	 variation	 in	 marine	 turtles.	 Copeia	
1994(1):66–81.
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GLOBAL BIOGEOGRAPHY OF OLIVE RIDLEY AND kEMP’S RIDLEY TURTLES

late	one	afternoon	in	india,	we	crossed	from	gahirmatha	beach	to	

a	small	sandbar	no	more	than	1	kilometer	(0.6	mile)	long	and	100	

meters	(328.1	feet)	across.	climbing	over	the	dune,	we	were	greeted	

by	the	sight	of	several	thousand	olive	ridleys—carapaces	awash	in	

the	afternoon	glow—engrossed	in	a	nesting	ritual	they	had	been	

performing	for	millions	of	years.

this	 beach	 was	 first	 noticed	 in	 1974,	 when	 robert	 bustard		

visited	the	mangrove	forests	of	bhitarkanika—in	Orissa	on	the	east	

coast	 of	 india—in	 search	 of	 saltwater	 crocodiles.	 in	 passing,	 he	

heard	of	a	beach	where	thousands	of	turtles	arrived	each	winter.	

the	following	year,	he	returned	with	a	group	of	young	and	enthu-

siastic	biologists.	every	night,	 they	walked	up	and	down	a	beach	

carpeted	 with	 ridleys,	 lantern	 in	 one	 hand	 and	 paintbrush	 in		

another,	marking	each	turtle.	they	counted	150,000	turtles	in	just	

a	 few	 nights.	 some	 of	 the	 biologists	 became	 besotted	 with	 sea	

turtles;	others	were	traumatized	and	swore	off	turtles	for	life.

bustard	announced	to	the	world	that	they	had	discovered	the	

world’s	largest	rookery,	signaling	the	beginning	of	sea	turtle	biology	

and	conservation	in	Orissa.	However,	bustard	and	his	young	indian	

students	were	not,	by	far,	the	first	to	visit.	local	communities	had	

used	the	eggs	for	decades,	if	not	centuries.	they	had	paid	revenues	

to	the	local	landlord	and	the	government	to	collect	the	eggs	for	use	

as	cattle	feed.	even	earlier,	in	1708,	captain	alexander	Hamilton,	

traveling	between	Japan	and	the	cape	of	good	Hope,	south	africa,	

had	reported—in	his	book	A New Account of the East Indies—that	

“[b]etween	cunnaca	and	balasore	rivers	 there	 is	one	continuous	

sandy	bay,	where	prodigious	Number	of	sea	tortoises	resort	to	lay	

their	eggs.…”

sadly,	the	rookeries	in	Orissa	are	better	known	today	as	mass	

graveyards,	 with	 thousands	 of	 dead	 turtles	 washed	 ashore	 each	

year	after	drowning	in	fishing	nets.	coastal	development	and	ports	

threaten	 the	beaches	and	 the	 turtles.	conservation	 in	Orissa	has	

had	its	ups	and	downs,	and	conservationists	and	local	communities	

continue	 fighting	 to	 preserve	 this	 extraordinary	 phenomenon	 as	

part	of	their	natural	heritage.

Gahirmatha
THE BEACH BEYOND THE FOREST
by	KartiK	sHaNKer

a	field	team	weighs	an	olive	ridley	in	gahirmatha,	state	of	Orissa,	india.	©	biVasH	PaNDaV

Visit www.SeaTurtleStatus.org to see SWOT’s interactive map 
with leatherback, loggerhead, hawksbill, flatback, olive ridley, and 
kemp’s ridley nesting data.
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the	 “discovery,”	 decline	 and	 recovery	 of	 the	
Kemp’s	ridley	over	the	past	several	decades	is	a	
compelling	case	study	of	how	human	activities	
can	nearly	destroy	but	also	rescue	a	species.	the	
timeline	on	this	page	highlights	key	events	and	
people	in	this	continuing	story.	Follow	the	story	
from	past	to	present	(top	to	bottom),	tracking	
changes	 in	 the	 Kemp’s	 ridley	 population	 and	
conservation	efforts	through	time.

Note: circles	correspond	to	the	number	of	nests	
reported	 for	 each	 year	 noted	 in	 the	 timeline,	
and	circle	sizes	are	scaled	in	proportion	to	the	
first	 Kemp’s	 population	 estimate	 (minimum	
40,000	nests	in	1946–47).

40,000 nests 1946
Andrés Herrera makes 32 flights along a 90-mile stretch of 
Mexican beach north of Tampico, and on June 18, 1947,  
films an estimated 40,000 nesting females at Rancho Nuevo.

~6,000 nests 1961
Henry Hildebrand screens the Herrera film at the American 
Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists conference, thereby 
solving the “riddle” of where Kemp’s ridleys nest. In 1963, 
Hildebrand publishes the first account of Kemp’s ridley nesting. 
The same year, Dearl Adams relocates 98 eggs to South Padre 
Island to re-establish a nesting colony in Texas. Although no 
hatchlings survive, Adams’ attempt marks the beginning of 
international efforts to help the Kemp’s.

1966 5,991 nests
The first Mexican turtle camp is established near the  

town of Rancho Nuevo by a team including Humberto  
Chávez, Martín Contreras and Eduardo Hernández.  
Efforts expand in 1968, when Peter Pritchard of the  

Florida Audubon Society assists in the deployment of  
Mexican Marines to aid in the protection efforts.

924 nests 1978
A bi-national team is formed, headed by René Márquez  
Millán (Instituto Nacional de la Pesca) and Pritchard, with 
support from Jack Woody (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) and 
Patrick Burchfield (Gladys Porter Zoo). For the next decade, 
beach protection and research are redoubled, including  
an imprinting/head-start experiment that sends more than 
22,000 eggs to South Padre Island, Texas, U.S.A. This practice  
consists of turtles being raised in captivity for a year, and  
then tagged and released throughout the Gulf of Mexico.

1987 737 nests
New U.S. Regulations are enacted requiring the use of  

TEDs by all U.S. shrimp trawls, and also by foreign fleets  
that sell shrimp to the U.S. Prior to these regulations, the  

U.S. shrimp fleet alone had caught over 47,000 sea turtles 
annually. Following these landmark changes to U.S. law, 
Mexico declares a total ban on the capture of sea turtles  

and the use of sea turtle products in May 1990.

2004 4,463 nests
In contrast to historically scant nesting in Texas, 42 Kemp’s 

ridley nests are documented. Thirteen of these nesters  
originate from the imprint/head-start experiment,  

and others are new nesters from the wild population.

1,288 nests 1996
Donna Shaver (U.S. National Park Service) documents  
the first nest on South Padre Island, Texas, made by a  
tagged Kemp’s ridley from the imprinting/head-start  
experiment. Turtles from the experiment are confirmed 
to nest in Texas nearly every year thereafter.

16,273 nests 2009
Two major nesting events are recorded on the Mexican  
coast, with estimated numbers of 5,000 and 6,000  
turtles each. Nesting in Texas continues to break records  
each season, reaching nearly 200 nests in 2009.

The Kemp’s Ridley’s Road to Recovery
by	PatricK	burcHFielD,	Jaime	Peña,	and	reNé	márQueZ	milláN

Visit www.SeaTurtleStatus.org to see an 
extended, multimedia kemp’s ridley timeline.




